
Class 01
4-H Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Tenth Overall 4-H Market Swine Blue 1 74 John Gutzwiler Wenatchee Heights 4-H Club 274

This white gilt is one that certainly rises to the top of class, with the 
most natural width from the ground up.  She is long and level in her 
spine and expressive in muscle.  She certainly could benefit with more 
time on feed, but for wins the class 1

Twelth Overall 4-H Market Swine Blue 2 72 Kylee Cordell Dudes and Diggers 251

Young lady you exhibit the biggest ribbed hog in the class, big topped 
and expressive.  However when you analyze this gilt from the ground 
up she probably doesn't have as much natural width as the class 
winner.

Red 3 4 Amia Mutch Dudes and Diggers 4H 305

This white gilt certainly shows expression of muscle, the problem is 
she just doesn't have the volume and dimension to compete against 
her contemporaries.  She gets out in her hock and certainly needs more 
time in the feed pen.



Class 02
4-H Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Fifth Overall 4-H Market Swine Blue 1 22 Maggie Gosvener Manson Sunsetters 4-H Club 221

The blue butt, masked face gilt wins for me.  She exhibits the most 
natural width in the class as she is pulled apart in her base and 
continues that width up to her blades.  You could argue she gets a little 
short and quick in her maturity, but at this weight she is still expressive 
and fresh in her look.

Seventh Overall 4-H Market Swine Blue 2 60 Ellie Weber Cashmere Crew 263
I like the type and kind of this spotted rumped gilt.  She is open in her 
rib cage and stout in her bone, however I do think she gets a little stale 
in her look.

Blue 3 73 Nora Gutzwiler Wenatchee Heights 4-H Club 272
The white gilt here drives with a lot of pop and flare to her ham.  For me 
she just doesn't have enough rib shape and production in her look to 
beat the hogs ahead of her.

Red 4 86 Kathleen Kocher Chiwawa Valley 4-H Club 350 A hamp hog here that is adequate in muscle and lean value.  However 
he is also the plainest designed flattest made hog in this class.



Class 03
4-H Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Third Overall 4-H Market Swine Blue 1 89 Zoey Smith Wenatchee Hieghts 4-H Clup 280 This cross barrow wins this class pretty handily for me.  Big footed, 
stout with plenty of rib to spare.  

Ninth Overall 4-H Market Swine Blue 2 53 Evan Berdan Wenatchee Heights 4-H Club 282
Good white barrow with a lot of width and dimension, open rib cage and 
steps down on a bid foot.  Maybe gets a little quick in his maturity and 
short from front to rear.

Blue 3 92 Karlyn Kocher Chiwawa Valley 4-H Club 348
Stout made Duroc appearing hog.  I like the depth of rib and the length 
and extension this hog shows off.  For me gets a little plainer in its 
look and smaller it the bone-work.

Blue 4 88 Zack Smith Wenatchee heights 4-H club 278
Very expressively muscled pig, but also a hog that may get out-
pounded in this class.  She is narrower in her base and very flat and 
tight her ribcage.

Red 5 7 Lydia Peterson Chelan County Independent 4-H Club 228 A white gilt that is still lean enough at this weight, but one for me that 
just gets beat up in muscle development and style



Class 04
4-H Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Reserve Champion 4-H Market Swine Blue 1 81 Levi Jeffries Chelan Cabarellos 259 That's the one!  Easy winner in this class, huge top, big chested and 
big ribbed.  I really like this gilt to win!

Eleventh Overall 4-H Market Swine Blue 2 71 Taylor Pulliam Tumbleweed 361
Big spotted gilt to fall into second in this class.  Extremely long and 
extended, steps down on a large circumference of bone, but just gives 
up too much muscle shape to win.

Blue 3 1 Blake Cochran Manson Sunsetters 4-H Club 219
Stout made white barrow here that is very productive in his look.  
However he is also the fattest hog in the class that is about to surpass 
his endpoint.

Red 4 6 Drake Mutch Dudes and Diggers 4H 306 Certainly a lean enough masked gilt here.  For me she is the plainest 
made lightest muscle hog in the group.



Class 05
4-H Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Champion 4-H Market Swine Blue 1 39 Jake Gates Wenatchee Heights 4-H 276 That's what I am talking about!  Super good gilt here.  Stylish, 
expressive and powerful.  This is the type we need to tie to!

Fourth Overall 4-H Market Swine Blue 2 25 Prin Fox Dudes and Diggers 304
Powerful barrow that drives at you with tremendous width and leaves 
with the same advantage.  Structurally he gets restricted in his hip and 
hock and makes him go second

Blue 3 17 Hanna Lyman Manson Sunsetters 4-H Club 222
A black gilt that certainly is productive, long in her spine and 
expressive in her muscle, she just gets out classed in this highly 
competitive class

Blue 4 5 Addie Richmond CHelan COunty Independent 4-H Club 229
Good meat and potatoes kind of gilt here.  She has volume of muscle 
and depth of rib, but in this class she is the lightest muscled, plainest 
and fattest in the class.



Class 06
4-H Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Sixth Overall 4-H Market Swine Blue 1 34 Bentley Brown Monitor Mountain Kids 4-H 355
Wow!  You could set dinner for four on this barrow's top.  Most powerful 
pig seen today.  However to be critical he maybe close to surpassing 
his endpoint.

Eighth Overall 4-H Market Swine Blue 2 2 Cole Cochran Manson Sunsetters 4-H Club 220
Very expressively muscle barrow here.  I like his rib shape and how he 
stamps down into a wide base.  He just gets out-powered by the class 
winner

Blue 3 20 Colby Schoenwald Manson Sunsetters 4-H Club 225
The freckled gilt in this video is very opened in her rib and certainly 
stout enough for the rail, however gets a little plainer in her design and 
frailer in her bone-work.

Blue 4 59 Jacob England Manson Sunsetters 4-H Club 223 A hamp appearing gilt that is flared out in her ham and wide down the 
top, but she is also getting pretty wastey in her lower 1/3.

Blue 5 83 Maddoc Finch Muddy Boots 261 Maybe one of the biggest ribbed hogs in this heavy weight class, but 
he is also the narrowest made and fattest hogs of the group.



Class 07
FFA Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Tenth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 1 62 Joslynn Simmons Chelan FFA 212
This gilt races to the top of class like Earnhardt!  Huge chested and 
wide based, the most expressive down her top and will definitely crack 
open the biggest loin eye in the class.

Eighteenth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 2 78 Cameron Phillips Cashmere FFA 328
Extremely stylish gilt to go second.  Long and level spined and fluid in 
her joints.  I like the expression in her ham, she just doesn't of the rib 
power as the class winner.

Blue 3 13 Sam Richmond Manson FFA 374 Good productive hog in third.  I like the depth of rib and ham shape this 
gilt exhibits.  I would argue she gets a little plainer in her kind and type.

Blue 4 28 Maison Sims Cashmere High School 331
Market quality in terms of muscle and finish is good in this gilt, but for 
me she is coarse made, round hipped and a little early maturing at this 
weight.

Red 5 32 Robert Kerr Wenatchee FFA 297
This flopped eared gilt shows a lot of extension and elevation, but 
once you get passed this she is the narrowest made, flattest ribbed and 
plainest designed in the class.



Class 08
FFA Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Thirteenth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 1 61 Ethan Strandberg Chelan FFA 208 This barrow checks all the boxes for me in this class.  Flexible 
striding, wide based and lean expression.

Sixteenth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 2 30 Riley Yonaka Cashmere FFA 345 Big ribbed, productive barrow that appears to be efficient in his gain.  
Sure wished I could see this barrow drive out.

Blue 3 69 Aaron DeJarnatt Chelan FFA 211 Another productive looking hamp barrow.  I like his power, but for me 
gets a little restricted in his hip and hock

Blue 4 35 Esmeralda Galvez Cashmere FFA 317 Lean expressively made blue butt barrow here.  For me a pig that gets 
too laborous in his movement to get any higher

Blue 5 75 Leo Gutzwiler Wenatchee FFA 296
A good meat and potatoes hog in this video.  Certainly enough muscle 
and lean value to create demand on the rail, but gets out powered in 
this class.



Class 09
FFA Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Eighth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 1 58 Gunner Gleasman Chelan FFA 206 Eye appeal gets this gilt to the top.  She is super stylish and raw 
designed.  By far the most expressive in this class.

Eleventh Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 2 19 Ali Adame Manson FFA 235 Big topped and and powerful.  For me a hog that gets too quick in her 
maturity and restricted in her skeleton

Blue 3 31 Alia Kenoyer Cashmere FFA 324 Wide based blue butt barrow here that is wide from stifle to stifle.  
However another hog that gets short bodied and early maturing.

Blue 4 55 Micah Guerin Cashmere FFA 320 Wide pinned hog that steps down on good bone.  He is also a barrow 
that gets short striding and starting to carry too much grease.

Blue 5 79 Peyton Brown Cashmere FFA 308
You have to appreciate the depth of rib in this pig, a real bacon maker.  
However he is also a hog that gets pretty flat in his shape and 
excessive in his condition.

Red 6 97 Carson Kenoyer Cashmere FFA 325
Certainly an expressive gilt that won't require any trim, but this might be 
to her downfall as she also in the narrowest gauged frailest made hog 
in the class.



Class 10
FFA Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Fourth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 1 80 Zoe Brown Cashmere FFA 309
Huge based barrow with the most pop and flare to his ham.  Big 
butterfly shaped top in this one.  Certainly would like to see him stride 
out with more confidence.

Seventeenth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 2 65 Alex Solorio Manson FFA 237 Solid blue butt that meets the needs of the industry.  Still fresh in his 
look, just not stout enough to win.

Blue 3 12 Joe Mogan Manson FFA 247 This black barrow is wide chested and powerfully made.  I wished that 
he was a little more fluid when on the drive.

Blue 4 3 Ella England Manson FFA 230 One of the most expressive hogs in the class, just not enough muscle 
to oust the hogs in line above her.

Blue 5 90 Adria Torrence Cashmere High School 339 Lean shape describes this flexible gilt.  She just needs more rib and 
production, volume of muscle to jump ahead of her contemporaries.



Class 11
FFA Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Seventh Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 1 96 Arabelle Finch Chelan FFA 216
This York barrow cruises to the win in this class.  He is showy and 
stout.  Confident on the drive and exhibits all the market qualities you 
could ask for.

Twelth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 2 24 Katie Gosvener Manson FFA 233 Stout made gilt that is flexible in her joints, just gets beat by style in 
this class.

Blue 3 87 Brayden Stoffel Cashmere FFA 337 Athletic white barrow here that has a defined groove working down his 
top and carries dimension down his ham.

Blue 4 10 Ryan Gildersleeve Manson FFA 248
Loose made black barrow that is long in through his ham and big in his 
foot size.  For me maybe carrying a little more grease than the class 
winners.

Blue 5 63 Natalie Solorio Manson FFA 236
Good quality meat type hog that is still going to hang a #1 yielding 
carcass, just not as much volume of muscle as the others in this 
class.



Class 12
FFA Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Fifth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 1 84 Aliyah Finch Chelan FFA 214 Close top pair in this class, but I think this barrow exhibits more 
freshness and shape of muscle to get the win.

Ninth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 2 91 Jessie Nixon Cashmere FFA 326 I like the flexibility of this barrow and the power he has in his ham, but 
for me he gets beat on the side profile

Blue 3 18 Lauren Soliday Manson FFA 234
Super trendy Hamp barrow that is long spined and expressive in his 
muscle.  Although he gets a little bucked in his knee and strait in his 
hock

Blue 4 9 Jude Peterson Manson FFA 241 A good functional barrow in fourth that will hit the rail with a quality 
carcass, but also a hog that will require a little more labor on the table.

Blue 5 16 Abby Smith Manson FFA 246 This gilt still has a lean look at this heavier weight, but for me she gets 
out-classed by her contemporaries.



Class 13
FFA Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Sixth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 1 41 Isabella Potter Cashmere FFA 329
Lean value gets this cross gilt to the top.  At this heavier market weight 
she is one that is still fresh, as well as being elastic in her movements 
and stout in her base.

Fourteenth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 2 33 ALAYNA GROCE Cashmere FFA 319
I like the top in this York barrow, however its when you study him from 
the ground up when you find his flaw, as he gets excessive in waste in 
his lower one third

Blue 3 15 Lexie Stotko Manson FFA 244
A Hamp gilt here that still has some shape and expression at this 
higher weight.  However she gets out powered by the hogs above in 
class.

Blue 4 70 Casandra Sanchez Chelan FFA 209 This masked face gilt will hand a quality carcass on the rail.  Although 
she is also plainer made and narrower gauged.

Blue 5 27 Jordan Holladay Cashmere FFA 223 This gilt certainly is big muscled, but after this I find her to be the 
coarsest made and greasiest in her condition.



Class 14
FFA Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Champion FFA Market Swine Blue 1 26 Bella Fox Cashmere FFA 312

Holy Hogs this class has probably got the two highest quality pigs 
seen today.  This blue butt barrow gets the edge though.  He is 
extremely wide from the ground up, is huge topped and at this point has 
the advantage in a trimmer look.

Reserve Champion FFA Market Swine Blue 2 45 Kadi Compton Wenatchee FFA 287
I love the style and appeal of this silver barrow.  Extremely powerful 
down his top.  Unfortunately he got stuck in this class against a very 
formidable opponent.

Blue 3 8 Raven Pope Manson FFA 242
A real bacon maker here.  Super deep sided barrow that has great 
carcass quality at this heavier weight.  He just gets outclassed by two 
higher quality show pigs.

Blue 4 23 Paige Schoenwald Manson FFA 232 Maybe one of the trimmer hogs in this heavy weight class, however 
she gets out powered in terms of muscle and width.

Blue 5 68 Bryanna Harris Manson FFA 239
A masked faced barrow here that is still grooving down his top, its just 
when you look down to the lower part of his body do you see the 
excess trim that will need to come off.

Red 6 37 Greg Worley Cashmere 342
White pig here that can get out and travel, but once passed this you 
find him to be an easy bottom in a competitive class as he is quick in 
his lines narrow in his build.



Class 15
FFA Market Swine Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Third Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 1 94 Maggie Finch Cashmere 316
Super fresh looking blue butt barrow.  At this heavy weight a hog that is 
holding is shape very well!  Great skin and hair on a heavily muscled 
hog.

Fifteenth Overall FFA Market Swine Blue 2 36 Cody Greene Cashmere FFA 318
Spotted barrow here that gets it done in terms of function and 
production.  Big hipped and deep ribbed.  Maybe not quite as attractive 
from the side as our class winner.

Blue 3 95 Madison Fjeld Wenatchee FFA 295
This gilt still can get heavier and make it into the Yield grade 1 
category with her lean shape, but for me she is not as stout and 
powerful as the barrows ahead of her.

Red 4 14 Phin Smith Manson FFA 245 Masked barrow here just here that exhibits enough rib and muscle, but 
we sure are pushing the ruler on fat thickness.

Red 5 21 Tanner Schoenwald Manson FFA 226
Loose skeletal barrow here, but possibly one of the fattest pigs viewed 
today.  We just are too heavy in composition with this barrow to get any 
higher.


